
 

 

 

 

    

 

 

                                   

 

COMMUNITY   WORKING   TOGETHER – Mahi tahi!! 

 

Rangers’ Report – September 2021 
 

Operational Summary... 
 

Kia ora mai koutou 

 

We have had such a busy, productive month this September, there has hardly been time to take a breath! Even with more 

lockdown roller coaster antics the team have been able to continue with the important mahi of protecting the gains made 

and adding new systems to our network. I am very proud once again of our rangers and volunteers who continue to work 

with such determination and dedication. I am also really stoked to hear so many birds, particularly over the southside of 

the reserve lately, such as korimako (bellbird) and kaka calling and singing their little hearts out, I think its directly related 

to the excellent Kowhai and rewarewa flower bloom this year! 

 

The 150 permanent tracking tunnels were fired up again in September to attain the 2021 spring residual tracking index for 

rodents at the reserve. Our fine team of rangers and volunteers Tony Climie and Grant Stevens set out the ink cards in the 

tunnels for a night and retrieved them the next day. This spring’s RTI was as follows: Rat 1.3% (+/-1%), Mice 34.67% 

(+/-5%) and weta 32.67% (+/-6%). This gives us an average RTI of 1.65% for the first 9 months of the year. Hopefully 

we see another 0% rat index in December which would give us an annual average rat RTI of 1.1%. 

 

Even with this slight rise in RTI for rats the uptake of our rodent toxin continues to back off now after the autumn/mid-

winter spike and we are really enjoying only having to use a few grams of the Double Tap toxin per station. This has 

several benefits such as less weight for us to carry and less toxin on the reserve! We continue to see a few predators 

sneaking in via the coastal predator run line at Ocean Beach and our new intensified trap line we have called “Load the 

Road” along Ocean Beach Road is already catching several predators, especially at the very end between Ocean and 

Proctors Beach. More about Load the Road later in this report. 

 

During September we decided we were not busy enough (sarcasm) and decided to also conduct a full, reserve-wide toxin 

programme targeting trap shy stoats with a direct feed toxin operation utilising a relatively new toxin known as PAPP (para-

aminopropiophenone). This technique has not been widely used in New Zealand predator control thus far, especially in 

Northland. Our operations team decided we would trial the toxin and monitor as much of the animal behavior of stoats with 

the approved method of delivery into rodent tracking tunnels. This decision was based on trying everything we could do to 

protect this year’s GFP chicks and our strong belief in utilising as many tools in predator control as we can. Our capacity to 

monitor was quite limited but we had five trail cameras watching the tunnels 24/7 recording any stoat interaction with the 

devices and the PAPP fresh mince meatballs inside. Our passionate young ranger Keith Townsend talks more about this 

operation and its’ outcome `later within this report. 

 

We have also got the green light to start the install of the mop up detection devices as part of the Predator Free Whangarei 

(PFW) Possum eradication project. The Trust has a contract with NRC to install these devices and monitor them going 

forward. More detailed information about this project will be included in my October report. September saw the completion 

of the first PFW contract the Trust successfully bid for, and that involved cutting tracks trap line tracks and the installation 

    



 

 

 

 

of knockdown devices for the PFW project on a large rural property of Taurikura Ridge. Led by the amazing Trustee and 

local legend Geoff Pike, two local hapu members helped Geoff with the mahi and the network of possum kill devices (1 per 

hectare) is now in place, all waypoint identified and ready to go. This was a massive operation for Geoff to supervise, 

learning new skills and being committed every day for over one month, and always with a smile of course – a huge thank 

you Geoff for your time and thanks also to Kruger and Ngawaru for your mahi. Congratulations on such a good job! 
 
This month saw other important tasks and activities achieved such as: 

• GFP site predator control and monitoring equipment checks. 

• More volunteers signed up and inducted 
• Hut and Track maintenance by our super volunteers 
• Bait bagging again – Thanks Roger Clarke! 

 
Monthly predator control results: September 2021 

Pest Total # 
caught 
this 
month 

# caught 
this month 
previous 
year. 

# of total rats 
caught Norway 
or Ship rats? 

Total # caught inside 
res. this month (i.e. not 
on boundary/buffer). 

Total # caught inside res. 
this month previous yr (i.e. 
not on boundary/buffer). 

# caught 
2021 YTD 

# caught 
2020 
YTD.  

Rat 9 2 7 ship/2 Norway 6 of 9 1 of 2 56 40 

Possum 1 1 - 1 of 1 1 of 1 10 15 

Stoat 0 0 - 0 0 9 5 

Weasel 2 1 - 0 of 2 0 20 17 

Ferret 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 

Feral cat 0 0 - 0 0 0 1 

Mouse 8 8 - 5 of 8 0  63 53 

Hedgehog 2 2 - 2 of 2 0  15 9 

Totals 22 14 - 14 of 22 2 of 3 173 140 

Analysis: 

- Very similar catch rates from September 2020, except for rats. 

- More rats caught than September 2020, 6 of the 9 caught inside the reserve – something to keep an eye on. 

- Tracking Tunnel index for rats in September was 1.3% (+/- 1%). This is up very slightly on previous Spring 

Tracking Tunnel rates. 

- 1 possum and 2 weasels caught in September 2021. 1 of the possums and 1 of the weasels caught outside the 

reserve. So only really 1 weasel caught in the reserve - very positive low trap catch rate. 

 

  

A stunning photo of a ruru in the bush at Busby 

Head (Photographed by Judy Climie). 
A beautiful phot of Tony with his daughter Jasmine 

who joins Tony on many occasions at BH. 

(Photographed by Judy Climie). 



 

 

 

 

GFP chicks… 

Our original check of the grey faced petrel burrows in August returned some positive adult bird occupancy and egg 

incubating rates. So, when September rolled around it was time to recheck the burrows to see if we had new chicks and 

determine the chick egg incubation success. On the 25th of September Cathy Mitchell returned to the three small burrow 

monitoring sites on the reserve with two endoscopes in hand and fingers crossed. Fortunately, due to our intensive 

protection programme throughout the reserve and in particular around the GFP monitoring sites, Cathy was able to confirm 

10 happy, healthy new chicks in their respective burrows!! This is such fantastic news, especially when we had some stoats 

lurking around just before the breeding season, so our captures of two stoats hopefully meant we removed the resident 

threat from these devastating predators just in time. 

 

The original check in August found 15 burrows that had an adult occupying a burrow each, 10 of those were confirmed to 

have been sitting on an egg, and five were unconfirmed if they were on an egg. Of the 10 confirmed with egg, eight chicks 

hatched. Of the five unconfirmed adults on egg, two chicks were now present, making our total of 10 chicks. Of the 

remaining two burrows that did have an egg originally one had an abandoned/infertile egg and the other had no egg or 

chick. Of the remaining three unconfirmed adults on egg, two were empty burrows and one was an abandoned/infertile 

egg. No stoats were seen on our general burrow area trail cameras during the period from before the original burrow check 

up until the end of September. One Possum was seen at the southernmost burrow site in early October and we hope to 

catch that pest soon if we haven’t already.  

 

So, that’s stage two of this breeding seasons achieved with good success, but as I have said many times before I cannot 

relax until the day the last chick has fledged (hopefully this year it’s all 10 chicks that make it. 

 

On this topic, we were very fortunate and thankful to the Department of Conservation Whangarei for providing the Trust 

with two new remote reporting infrared trail cameras that we will trial at two of the GFP burrows this season. These 

cameras can report back images via the cellular network 24/7 to my computer, an advancement in the time delayed 

capability of the current trail cameras from which we cannot see images until we go to the sites and retrieve the SD cards 

and view them later back in the office. Obviously, our response time to predator incursions into the area should be 

dramatically reduced, hopefully leading to better chances of survival.  
 

Possible exciting eDNA research…  

Trust project manager Adam Willetts and local herpetologist Ben Barr recently held an initial conversation with research scientist 

Marleen Baling of the Unitec Institute of Technology in Auckland. Marleen is proposing a research project at BHSR with the aim 

to see if existing tracking tunnels can gather enough DNA from lizards visiting tracking tunnels to make species 

identification. This would be extremely helpful to those involved in species restoration, as we could use tracking tunnels to 

gather specific lizard species absence/presence data. This ‘eDNA’ project is still in the planning stages but looks likely to go 

ahead. Marleen still needs DOC permission and iwi/hapu/whanau support too and she is keen to include BHCT in the 

process where necessary, such as the site location and timing as well as any other issues relating to the field trial. I will 

keep you informed on how this progresses. 
 

Smarter toxin operations…  
BHCT is very excited about the installation and monitoring of new technologies, such as the current install of the trail 

cameras paired to an automated lure dispenser as part of the PFW possum eradication programme. As a consequence of 

this new network, BHCT will also be able use the PFW camera network to inform us of stoat locations, then use specific 

animal targeted toxin delivered into only a few bait stations in that area. The cameras are spaced at 25ha intervals which 

have been proven by Zero Invasive Predators (ZIP) to cover the home range of stoats, especially stoats in low stoat 

abundance habitats like Bream Head/Te Whara. This larger home range is due to stoat behavioural change in low 

abundancies, where they cover larger distances looking for mates than in normal uncontrolled sites where territorial 

boundaries are tighter. The camera monitors an automated lure dispenser (ALD) which ejects mayonnaise onto the ground. 

The Trust is very enthusiastic about the potential of this type of operation where we can gain far greater information about 

stoats and significantly reduce the amount of toxins required to target predators. In this example instead of pulsing toxin in 

all 1300 bait stations and not knowing if it had any effect, we now have the potential to see which specific camera has a 

lure trained stoat, and then target it directly with only a few stations. We can then use that camera to confirm if we have 

removed that stoat (stoat no longer continues its routine of returning to the food reward of the mayonnaise post toxin 

operation). The future is bright!  



 

 

 

 

BHCT’s colourful conservation week… 

Due to Covid19 lockdowns our planned Conservation Week guided walks had to be cancelled. But our ever ready and clever 

events team quickly came up with an idea to keep people (especially children) focusing on the environment. The team had a 
colouring-in competition designed up by heads local Adam Anderson for children to colour in and enter into the competition for 
best entry. As you can see from this photo of just a few of the entries the children did a beautiful job of adding their artistic flare 
to the design. Congratulations to  all the entrants, we are sure proud of all our local tamariki and their love of te taiao (nature). A 
special thank you to Adam Anderson for his lovely colouring sheet!  
 

This from a recent Whangarei Heads School newsletter: 

Each year DoC works with community groups across Aotearoa to spread the conservation message. It’s a nationwide 

celebration of kiwis pitching in to help our native plants and animals. 

This year, because of lockdown, the Bream Head Conservation Trust held a kid’s colouring competition.  

The organisers received loads of brightly coloured entries which were a pleasure to look through. Thanks to all the children 

who sent these in.  

Some of the completed colouring competitions can be viewed by heading to 

https://www.facebook.com/BreamHeadConservationTrustEducation  

1st place receives a $20 Whitcoulls Book voucher.  

Congratulations to: 

Under 10’s Over 10’s 

1st Sofia Fitzgerald 1st Jayde Maunder 

2nd Isla Graham 2nd Zoe Caulton 

3rd Zeke Broadhurst 3rd Caoimhe Leahy 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Sofia Fitzgerald receiving her prize from BHCT events committee member Dane Higginson Just a few of the many awesome entries 

https://www.facebook.com/BreamHeadConservationTrustEducation


 

 

 

 

Load the Road… I 
I am very happy to announce that we have finished the install of the predator control device intensification to our Ocean 

Beach Road boundary. This means we now have two boundary lines protecting the reserve from potential invasion over the 

terrestrial access to the North of Bream Head/Te Whara. Most of our captures now days are in traps on the boundary, and 

in particular, at the very eastern end of the reserve.  

 

With stoat breeding season upon us we were very keen to do everything in our means to reduce the risk of stoats and or 

their pups from entering the reserve, and we had identified the eastern coastal area as a key leaky area for predator 

incursion into our operational area. The map below shows the approximate location of the devices which are all on roadside 

corridor land and have been approved by the Whangarei District Council roading team. The ranger team is being assisted 

by Erik Dombroski the very capable Ocean Beach Landcare group who will manage traps near the residential area at Ocean 

Beach. This group have been trapping in the Ocean Beach residential area for several years now and regular checks by 

myself of their network of traps shows them to be of the very high standard required for this type of predator control.  

 

Catch data will be captured in the TrapNZ system and we will report this to NRC who is funding the checks of these devices 

through our CPCA agreement.  

 

I look forward to seeing if this new system will have the desired effect of reducing incursions into the reserve, particularly 

stoats who remain our biggest threat to native species recovery at Bream Head/Te Whara. 

 

 

 
 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Rangers’ reports… Written by BHCT ranger Keith Townsend: 

 
L2 saw us back on the reserve. My mahi in September consisted of catching up on overdue mustelids trap lines on the 

south side, reserve boundary, and buffer. I didn’t catch any more than I would in a regular 2 week period, so 

demonstrating the importance of quality lures changed regularly. We have now swapped back from hen eggs to salted 

rabbit to mimic the natural food availability to a predator in the wild.  

 

During these September trap checks we installed PAPP across the reserve, a toxin that targets stoats and feral cats. 

Alongside all our DOC200 boxes, black tunnels were placed which housed a rabbit mince lure encasing the toxin. 

Historically, the success of these kinds of operations have been hard to measure. It requires a stoat to find a bait within a 

few days of it being installed and eat the fresh rabbit mince lure and the toxin injected inside before it degrades in the field. 

Salted rabbit mince would last longer but a stoat would be deterred once it tasted the salty lure and not ingest the toxin 

within. We suspect this operation had little impact as minimal uptake was observed (difficult to tell from rotten bait 

remains) and no target species interactions were recorded on the few trail cameras we had monitoring the tunnels. But we 

had to try, and it’s possible that a stoat (or stoats) did in fact receive a lethal dose without eating the entire bait. Without 

trail cameras on every device the data is inconclusive.  

 

Trail cameras really are the future for pest control and species recovery monitoring as they provide so much valuable 

information. We plan to get as many out on the reserve as we can to help inform management decisions. Already we have 

several installed at the grey faced petrel monitoring sites and other critical locations. But a reserve wide lured trail camera 

network purely for detection is the dream. Don’t worry, it’s starting with install of the Predator Free Whangarei possum 

surveillance gear and our own funding applications. Until then, we don’t know what we don’t know. But if you have any 

spare dollars looking for a good home how about making a donation tagged to trail cameras and we will get further down 

the track of realising our dream. 

 

The new and improved buffer is humming along, and gaps have been filled in behind Urquhart Bay. The decision was made 

to shift to a trap only approach, with continued toxin loading for rodent suppression only in areas of high habitat value (the 

sand hill north of Ocean Beach and the corridor of forest between the Petel farm and 

Seahorse farm). This will allow me the extra hours to service the new Load the Road 

traps. That is a DOC200, SA2, and T-Rex trap every 200m along Ocean beach Rd. It is 

hoped this will significantly strengthen our boundary giving a solid line of defence 

against any predator moving down (or up) the peninsula.  

 

In the nursery, first genuine signs of germination are taking place. Especially the 

cabbage trees, sown by our volunteers a few weeks ago. This been very slow going and 

I can get frustrated that things aren’t happening faster. But my friends at Papakarahi 

nursery inform me to be patient. Native seeds can take several months to germinate. 

Materials have now been ordered for the building of our shadehouse. Construction will 

hopefully take place over the summer, and we’ll be calling on anyone handy on the tools 

to help pull it together.  

Rupert has built a brilliantly sturdy and beautiful bridge into the nursery making it far 

safer and more accessible for all. Watch this space for upcoming working bees, I will be 

looking to have another one in October/ November pending return to L2.  

 

Contact me (Keith) if you would like to join the mailing list.  

keithhtownsend@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rupert’s awesome bridge!! 
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Meet a volunteer…  
Written by volunteer coordinator Jenny Lawrence with contributions from Russell Hohmann and Tony Climie:  

 

This month, our "Meet a Volunteer" is taking a slightly different twist and will focus instead on a couple of individuals who 

are part of the team that make up the longest serving group of volunteers at Bream Head...they are the Busby Trappers. 

Busby trappers started in 2009 and the intention was to gather a small group of volunteers to cut tracks around Busby 

head and install and service the bait stations and possum traps.  

Early on, we thought it could be a training ground for volunteers who would migrate into the longer lines of the main 

reserve, but they were a clever bunch and nearly everybody chose to stay at Busby.... for years and years and years. Alan 

Willis, Neil and Yvonne Beney, Alan Davis, Russ Hohmann, Libby Prenton, Sheryl Clothier, Tony Climie and Lorraine Jenkins 

all make up the current group. Chris Horne retired last year. 

 

From 2009 until 2019, Busby Trappers was organised and led by one of the founding members of Bream Head 

Conservation Trust, Geoff Pike. Geoff is a long-time resident of the heads having spent many years living in the Ocean 

Beach community with his wife Sally.  Geoff's an avid conservationist, surfer and fine artisan and is still a Trustee for the 

BHCT and chairs the Operations Committee. 

Tony Climie has been leading the group for the past two years 

to support Geoff who deserved a good break.  Tony is a retired 

mineral exploration geologist who worked offshore for 44 years 

in remote parts of the world - including the outback, Canadian 

Arctic and Yukon. As CEO of a Canadian public company 

exploring in SE Asia, he implemented award winning 

Community Social Responsibility programs, including the 

Philippines Presidential Emerald Award for environmental 

programs. He believes that rapid development in the breath-

taking Heads region has inadequate environmental safeguards, 

threatening our legacy. Tony also services important areas of 

the main reserve where we are controlling mice in the 

Placostylus hongii (flax snail) study site and on the main ridge 

in the habitat of our unique skink species - the Bream Head 

skink. 

 

Russell Hohmann is another of our stalwart Busby Trappers and he has provided this little blurb about himself. “I am 

Russell Hohmann. With my wife, Anne, I have lived at Whangarei Heads for more than 10 years. We both first came to New 

Zealand on separate family yachts in 1970, returned to Canada, married, and sailed to NZ again with our children in 

1996.Having lived on Robinson Road since retiring, I have enjoyed becoming involved in conservation efforts in the area. 

We have been working at restoring our two acres of native bush. We feel very lucky to live in such a beautiful, vital area”. 

 

Tony (left) loaded up and rearing to go! 

Geoff (far left) and the Busby team Geoff (in the overalls) with the Busby team 



 

 

 

 

 

Weed of the Month 
(from the Whangarei Heads Weed Action website http://weedaction.org.nz/weed-of-the-month/) 

Jasmine Jasminum polyanthum  

What does it look like? This is an evergreen climbing vine that grows up to mid -canopy 
height. It has very long, non-woody, round, tough, stems that root at the nodes. Smooth 
edged leaves are arranged in opposite pairs on stems, and are divided along the m idvein 
into usually 7 leaflets with the terminal leaflet (up to 7 x 2.5 cm) the largest. Leaves are 
dark green when mature,  new growth is t inged with red. It has masses of highly scented, 
small white tubular flowers, mainly in spring followed by occasiona l glossy black fruit.  

Why is it a problem?  Highly shade tolerant vine which grows rapidly over forest floor, and into the canopy, 
forming  dense, long-lived masses that smother and kill all plants from ground level to medium to high 
canopy. Stems layer profusely and runners spread long distances over tough sites under buildings, rocks, 
and so on. Ingress into established forest is rapid via ground or canopy. High shade tolerance means it can 
flower under full canopy, and tolerates drought, damp, wind, salt,  differing soil types, and damage. 
Extremely hard to kill.  

How does it spread?  Birds readily spread seed where it is produced, but most spread is from fragments dumped 
in greenwaste and by runners from garden infestations at bush margins. Very rapid growth  from stem fragments.  

How much of it do we have on the Whangarei Heads Peninsula?  Jasmine infestations are quite localised around 
the Heads because it does not produce much seed. Infestations are usually concentrated around gardens, and on 
bush margins and roadsides where garden waste has been dumped. Where infestations do occur, they are 
frequently extensive. These infestations are of particular concern where they occur at bush margins and are rapidly 
infiltrating the bush.  

What can we DO about it at Whangarei Heads?  Jasmine is very hard to kil l once established so the best thing to 
do is to ensure you don’t introduce it to your property, deliberately or accidentally, and ensure that you dispose of 
your garden waste responsibly if you have it at your place.  Controll ing infestations thoroughly when small and 
following up until eradicated will also save signif icant effort, focusing first on keeping it out and away from bush 
areas. For large well established infestations control is stil l achievable, the approac h just needs to be tactical, 
moving in a roll ing front and undertaking the necessary follow up to ensure complete kill at the retreating margin.  

How do I control it?  

Special disposal notes: Spread primarily by garden dumping. Dispose of appropriately.  

• Manual control difficult due to growth form (stems root wherever they contact the ground). Vines can 
be progressively rolled up, and disposed at a refuse transfer station, or by drying thoroughly and 
composting, or drying and burning, or burying deeply. Stem fragments left in soil after roll ing will re -
sprout, and then these can be manually pulled (or followed up with herbicide methods below). 
Intensive follow up required to locate and pull regrowth from any remaining stem fragments.  

• Prune vines as close to original stem as possible, then  immediately treat cut stem with (5g 
metsulfuron + 1ml penetrant/1L water), or (250ml Banvine® + 10ml penetrant/1L water). Dispose of all 
cut stems at a refuse transfer station, or by drying thoroughly and com posting, or drying and burning, 
or burying deeply.  

• Cut back & spray regrowth (wait for healthy, mature foliage) with (5g metsulfuron+10ml penetrant/10L 
water), or (120ml Banvine® + 10ml penetrant/10L water).  

Not prolific seed production – spread largely through dumped garden refuse. Very rapid growth 
from stem fragments. Once established it is hard to kill & dispose of – prioritise preventing spread 
into new areas. Most infestations will require several follow-up treatments. 



 

 

 

 

 

Coming up in October: 
Predator Free Whangarei (PFW) possum detection device install continues… BHCT contract ranger(s) 

will install the new devices that will form a full reserve intensive grid network to detect possums in the reserve using lured 

cameras and remote reporting leghold traps. 

 
Summer weed control planning… BHCT rangers will plan the summer season weed control programme, this year 

we hope to hit even more territory. Keep an eye out for our FORT (Forest restoration team) working bees where you can 

help remove invasive weeds from easy to access parts of the reserve. 

 

PFW camera card analysis… a training night will be held to skill up volunteers who have signed up to help check the 

32 PFW cameras, replacing the SD cards and returning them to more volunteers who will analyse the images coming back 

from the PFW possum detection cameras. 

 

Mauri ora - Keep well my friends! 

 
Adam Willetts  
(Head Ranger/Project Manager) 
M: 021 155 7380  
e: bhctrangers@gmail.com 
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